Hon^f Societies List
Next week on May 12 Colby will
celebrate annual Johnson Day. Last
year the name Arbor Day was changed to Johnson Day in honor of President-Emeritus Johnson of Colby,
'.imost an entire day will be devoted
¦'-,> outdoor work on our hew campus. Classes will be called off . to
allow students to put in several man
Sours of work, thus helping to .cut
down collejge expenses in the grounds
department.
This year the Colby band will
awaken students in: the women's
dorms at 7 :15* The schedule .of_ the
day follows :
7 :15 Band wakes up co-eds.
7 :30 Band marches through the
quadrangle.
7 :45 Breakfast started in the
^quadrangle.
8 :30 Students meet under signs
and leave for projects. -11:30 Tree planting ceremony
with President Johnson
presiding. The Colhyettes
and Colby Eight will sing,
and a modern dance will
be given.
12 :30 Lunch at Roberts Union.
1:4*5 Joust in the fraternity
baseball field.
3 :00 Faculty vs. Student clowns.
in a "softball game.
Breakfast will be held outside in
the quadrangle. Students .will be
divided into work groups according
to fraternities and floors of the
women's dorms. Trucks will provide
transportation to and from, work
projects and refreshments during
the work hours.
At 11:15 the tree planting ceremony will take place . The location
for the tree is on the far side of
West Dorm where President Emeritus Johnson will dedicate the new
tree to Colby.
Picnic lunch will be held at Roberts Union. The students will pass
through the Union Cafeteria and
then eat lunch outside on the front
lawn. The jo\ist will follow lunch
with the candidate knight of the
freshman class against the sophomore , winning candidate, and the
junior knight opposing the senior
knight. Tho winner of each contest
will joust with each other. This
event will talco pl$ce.-. on the fraternity diamond with true medieval
style. In the event that mules cannot bo obtained for the jousts,' the
contest may be featured , in canoes
on Johnson Pond.
At 3 :00 p.m., the highlight of the
sports year, the f acuity-student
baseball gamo will begin , Prosidont
Bixler will: load the faculty against
the campus clowns.
Tho projects for. this year include
transplanting of pinos and spruces,
beginning a hemlock nursery in the

Katah din Council
Elects For 53 - 54
At the JVTay 5 Snooting of tho
Katahdin Council , n ext yoar's officers : for tho Colby Outing Club
were oleotod. Thoy aro as follows ;
Tom Hunt, prosidont ; Minofc Greene,
vido-p'rosidont ; Leslie Vain.Noatrand ,
troastirer j and Gwyn , Van Eordon ,
secretary.
'
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Thoro wi ll bo a ve ry Important
class mooting Monday,
May 11, at. 8 :45 in th o Hangou t
Room. Will all seniors pioaso plan
on oomln g?

1 senior
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Club Concert
Given At Bates
Well Received
Last Sunday evening, May 3, the
Colby College Glee Club fulfilled its
share of the exchange concert agreement with , Bates College by presenting a concert there. Mr. Re received
tie following letter of appreciation
from the president of the Bates
Choral Society. •

President -Emeritus.. Johnson

(Colby News" Bureau)

JOHNSON DAY SCHEDULE

1. LCA and Johnson Hall, Mary
Low 3rd Floor — Transplant trees
from West of Pond to pump station
across road area.
2. DU and Pepper, Mary Low
2nd " Floor :— Spruce, trees behind
Jennison's house, nursery removed
and transplant on banking of road
t.o Overpass.
3. TDP,- Louise Coburn , 3rd
Floor — Start nursery north of
Vets' apartment with hemlock, behind apartments and Fieldhouse. A
4. KDP and Chaplain , Foss Hall
3rd Floor " —¦- Cutting thru brush
by brooks and opposite side ' of road.
5. Rbbbins, Louise Coburn 1st,
2nd Floors — Prune app le trees
within sight of campus. '
6. Phi Delts and Zetes , Woodman ,
3rd Floor — Work on walk around
the pond.
-7. ATO, Woodman 1st, 2nd —
Ski Slope.
'
8. DICE, Woodman Basement and
Mary Low Annex — Clean .up behind WU.
9. Averill , Foss, 1st, 2nd Floor —
General brush and trim and Erosion
¦
projects. ' ' „
10. Small Hall , Louise Coburn
Basement , Mary Low 1st •— Outing
Club Lodge.

Sigma Kappa, DU
0op Sing Honors

Dear Mr. Re,' A
/ May I extend my congratulations
to you . and the Colby College Glee
Clubs for ybur ; excellent concert here
at Bates last Sunday evening. It
xeally was a „wonder£ul presentation,
and most enjoyable.
.' .
As you may have guessed, many
of our Concert. Choir members were
in the audience to "compare notes"
on your group and ours, and believe me, after the concert, I heard
nothing but praise for your singing
from our members ; It seems to be
the universal opinion, that the highlight of the evening was the Magnificat" by Bach ; I know that it is
a.very difficult composition to sing
well, but you certainly did a faultless
job, not / .to mention the very fine
voice of Joan Leader on the "Quia
Respexit".
The . thing that amazed me about
the two double quartets was the
complete relaxation they showed and
their exact timing on the fast tempo
numbers. Both , groups were awfully
good. (By the .' way, , are you sure
that there was nothing of a volatile
nature in that brown jug one of the
girls was holding ?)
As you said over at Chase Hall
afterwards, having a responsive
audience is half the battle, and it
made me happy too , to see such a
good gathering of people in one
chapel ; but I think we rate- second
to the warm reception you gave
us two weeks ago, and for that Ave
thank you very much.
To ' sum it up, I think the work
and time involved in this exchange
concert series has been well worth
it, and I am sure that we. havo
taken a Step forward in furthering
the musical activities of our colleges.
Again our hearty thanks to all
of you l
Bob Dickinson
President
Bates Choral Society

, The Glee Club 's next 'singing appearance will be in Boston,.Friday,
First * place in the . Annual Greek May .15, at 8 :00 p.m . in the New
Letter Sing, held on tho steps of England Mutual Hall.
Millor Library, . Tuesday, May 5,
'wor& awarded to Sigma Kappa, in
the sorority division,, and Delta Up- Song ". "Conchita -Marquita, Lolita
Pepita Rosita Juanita Lopez " and
silon , for the fraternities.
Tho Sigmas, led by Gig Roy, wore "When'or You Find Two Rivors "
presented tho prize cup, Avon * last woro the DU offerings.
year by Tri Delta , The DU's, with
All four, Colby sororities —- Sigma ,
Rick Ives conducting, retained their Tri Dplt ,. Chi O, and ADPi — paroup a second year.
ticipated in tlie contest. Four of tho
Tho Sigma selections wore "Soon- eight • fraternities, including DU ,
A Will Bo Done ", and "Tho Rainbow DICE,, Lambda Clii, and ATO, woro
rep resented.
fiel d behind the Vots' apartments, Judges for the contest wore Dr.
general brush trimming, clearing Comparetti , Mr . Re, and Mrs.
tho area behind tho Women 's Union , Smith .
'
;
continuing work on the walk around
From popular comment after tho
tho Pond , and pruning iho apple
event,
it was gathered that although
trees on tho campus,. - ' ¦ ', ;•
Sigmas and DU's were in tho cups,
Johnson Day is fast becoming a
the ATO's showed a bettor, oaso ' of
tradition at Colby, but to continue as
•' ' .
spirits.
'¦ ¦ ¦ '¦
such it must , havo tho wholehearted
and good-spirited cooperation of tho fS^Srf ^^* m+ **m+***+***'^'>+~ m *m+> ^-m
**>mT*m *m+ *+^ ^'m *Ji
students, This is v tho only way that
REPORTER'S BOX
Johnson Day can continue to bo tho
Nnnoy Carroll
worth-while event . that it has boon
Harrio t Soars
in tho past. In tlio case of rain ,
Lois Latimer
|
Johnson Day will bo hold on tlio
Barbara Brook way
;
following Thursday,
m

P & Ws Hamlet Puts
Spotlight On Perham
Tickets are- now on sale outside
the Spa for the final performance
of "Hamlet" to be held on Saturday
at 7 :30 pun. in the Women's Union.
Over 440 high school students have
bought tickets for the special high
school performance to be held oh
Friday night. ' ¦•
Directed by Gene Jellison, the
play will feature three faculty members in the cast ': President Bixler
as Hamlet's ghost, Professor Bliss
as the player-musician, and Prof-essor Benbow as the English ambas'
sador.
As Hamlet, will be featured Joe
Perham, who . will be remembered
for his performance in "Darkness
at Noon". The King will be played
by Bob Dow, who has performed at
Colby in "Darkness at Noon" and
"Antigone". Diane Stevens will add
the role of Ophelia to her collection,
with previous experience in "Summer and Smoke' ' and "Antigone".
Ridge Bullock, who has played in
"The Corn is Green", "Darkness at
Noon ", "Summer and Smoke ", "Antigone ", "Light UP the Sky", and
"The Complete Ogre", will undertake the part of Polonius. Bob Grindie, veteran of "Summer and
Smoke", "Antigone ", and "The
Man Who Came to Dinner"j will
play Horatio. Ben Duce and Louis
Thomas, respectively, will take the
parts of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern.
.'

Me. Colleges Hold
Political Meeting
On Tuesday, May 19, there will
be a political meeting for Maine colleges held at Bowdoin. It-* will be a
follow-up of the political convocation
held last fall. The theme of the com(Continued on Pag© Two)

8 Students Enter
Speaking Contest
Extemporaneous
The
Levine
Speaking Contest will be held this
evening in Roberts Union at 8 p.m.
Dean Ernest C. Marriner will be
ehairmaii of the speaking, and the
contestants will be Herbert R.
Adams, James E. Bernard, Charles
K. Fisher, John H. Lee, John Megquier, Victor F. Scalise, Roy V.
Shorey> and Paul A. Wescott.
These contestants will choose their
topics this afternoon and have until
the time of the speeches to prepare
their talks. The winners of the contest will receive prizes of $50, $25,
SIKan-ll SHIM

The presiding chairman, Dean
Marriner, on the decision of the
judges, will announce the prizes, but
they will be awarded at the Recognition Assembly as usual. This year's
judges will be Lewis Lester Levine,
Waterville attorney, Colby graduate
of the CJass of 1916 ; Mrs! Donald
B. Walker, Waterville Senior High
School speech teacher, Colby graduate of '22 ; and George H. Hunt,
Augusta attorney, Colby graduate
of '34.
' The' contest prizes are the gifts
of Lewis L. Levine in honor of his
parents, Julius and Rachel Levine-.

Paul White Wins
Fulbri g ht Award
Paul White has , been awarded a
Fulbright Scholarship for a year 's
study at the University of Vienna.
Paul is 22 and comes .from Revere,
Mass. He is a German major here
and was elected to Phi Beta ICappa
(Continued on Page Three)

(Photo by Elliott)
This wood 's Stuclont Government election saw two parties oom o out on
top . 70% of tho student body vototl . Seated ! Tony Yanuo hl, runnin g on
tho Now Colby Slate , booamo vlco- prosldont ; Roy Shorty of tho Improvemen t Party won tho presidency , standing: Jano Whipple , Improvement ,
eoorotar y; and Aubrey Koofo , Now Col by, treasurer.

Dr. €ates Talks
At L-S Colloquium

IFA Holds Rally
For All Religions

Dr. Gordon Gates, one-time head
of the Biology Departm ent , retur ned
to the campus last Friday to hold the
attention of the Life Science Colloquium while he lectured on his experiments on the regeneration of
earthworms.
• As a graduate student at Harvard , Dr. Gates was given a problem , in the field of regeneration. Dissatisfied with the work done on the
subject in the past, he started experim ents of hi s own in Burm a an d
India and is Btill carry ing on the
project .
Trembly opened the field of speculation about regeneration in 1730
when lie called a small organism , the
hydra , an animal. It' had characteristics of both plants and animals,
and Trembly showed that it could
regenerate or reconstruct itself from
severed body-members. This started
experiments with more advanced animals, but no s\iccess was found
until earthworms were cut up.
The work was abandoned , however ,
until T. H. Morgan , who lat er
made significant experiments in genetics, started extensive research on
the subject . He found that the center portion grew at both ends to
make an apparently new individual.
Work was stopped , however, wh en
it was discovered that this organism
had a heteromorphic tail , th at is ,
a tail at the anterior as well as the
posterior end.
Dr. Gates , however, cut only one
end of his worms at a time. He found
that if less than 18 segments were
cut, a head would grow at either
end. If 18. to 27 of the little rings
were sliced off , a tail would be
grown. Worms show more of a tendency to grow tail s than heads.
Sometimes when a worm grows the
wrong part it is so upset that the
repla cement drops off and the proper
end is regrown , a prbcess known as
"autotoni z ation ".
Other recent speakers at the colloquium have been Dr. Duce, who
spoke on osteopathy, and Dr. Sewall ,
who spoke on "Human Fertility
Problems".
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"A Wo rld-Beater For Comf ort"
Students Say Of Arro w Bi-Way

I

Whore Quality, Service

Main St.

Ten years ago I came here. Ten
years ago, fresh out of college and
knowing everything. I can rememAn Inter-Faith Association Rally
ber wh en I first walk ed into this
for all religious organizations will
room , grinned confidently at old
be held . Sunday, May 10, j' in the
William S. above the desk, and
Dunn Lounge of Women's, Union.
thou ght what great things I would
This is t he first ' rally of its kind
do with the young minds just waiting
but one a month is planned for next
for someone like me to come along.
year , each sponspred by a "diff erent
The room hasn't changed much.
member organization of IFA. The
The blackboard still looks, perpetupurpose of these rallys is to show the
ally in need of washing. The bulletin
unique points of each group while at
board has more tack marks. The
the same time working to strengthen
walls are just a little darker yellow,
the bonds which .bind them together.
and Willie now has a flyspot on his
The speaker at this rally will be
nose.
David King, a student at AndoverBut there are ghosts now. SomeNewton Theological Seminary, who
times as I sit here, just at dusk ,
will tell about his experiences at
when everyone else has finally gone
the meeting of the World Student
home, they begin to flitt er out f ro m
Christian Feredation in Puna,- Inthe dark shelves of the bookcase :
dia, last January. A discussion will
Nancy Lorenzo, th e littl e girl with
follow the talk and refreshments
the club foot ; John . Kendall , the
will be served.
best public speaker I ever had (he
Freeman Sleeper, president of
became president of the Debating
SCA, who is sponsoring the rally,
Club at the University) ; Herbie Jenwill act as moderator. Barbara Milsen, the little Swedish boy who
ler is chairman of the program comwanted to be a doctor ; Susan —
mittee, and Marion Krapowicz and
oh what was her name — .she looked
Barbara Barnes are in charge of publike an angel and read like a third
licity. The IFA is "headed by Ann
grader ; Jean and June Campbell ;
Eilertson with Chaplin Osborne as
the little Martinez boy ; Judge
advisor.
- ¦
Knox's daughter — and • Ricbje.
POLITICAL MEETING
Richie was the first, and he'll
(Continued from Page One)
probabl y haunt me most. Maybe being assembly is "How can the polcause he .wa s my fir st failur e, and
"Oh , all ye hosts of heaven and hell, what else?"
itical interests of the unde'fgraduates
the one that mattered most. Maybe
a
I
had
found
out
he
would
be
be stimulated , especially in regard
because I was still young enough to
to the state organization ?" Six
believe I could do anything if I problem in class. Not that he was
delegates from each . of the four
tried hard enough. Or maybe it was a trouble-maker ; he was too considOn Monday, May-18 at 5 :45 p.m. Maine colleges ' will attend — two
just because of Ritchie himself , at erate for that . But in a dis concertin g
not
way
he
would
stare
through
me
,
the annual banquet of the Life Democrats, tw o Republican s , and
sixteen one of the most delightful ,
remarkable, unhappy people I have hearing anything I said , not seeing Science Colloquium will be held in two Independents plus a faculty adme nor the other people', nor catch- Roberts Union. There will be enter- visor. In addition to the college
ever met.
ing
anything to do with Chaucer or tainment and a speaker — Dr. Goo- students, members of both political
His physical appearance alone,
Bacon
or Keats.
dof on "The Significance of Blood parties and delegates from the Maine
would attract a teacher 's eye immedAt
first
I thought he might be Chemistry Determination". All in- division of Young Republicans and
iately. Tall and slender, his dark
hair rippling casually and eyes gray merely uninterested. English notor- terested are invited and those that Young Democrats wilh be present.
Professor Pelletier of Bowdoin will
until excitement or anger darkened iously bores a good many normal ordinarily eat on campus will be
"
be chairman of the meeting. Reprethem , he was a beautiful boy, and, I young boys. But then one day I required to pay 25 cents.
There will be a door prize for the senting Colby will be Professor Fulwondered that he never seemed to be was trying to remember a passage
in a crowd . True, people liked him , of Adonais , to explain pantheism best poem about science and for the lam ; Bates , Professor Donovan ; and
and he seemed to join in their flip- to the class. I was fumbling through most extraordinary scientific spec- Univ ersit y of Main e, Professor
Grady. Not all of the Colby students
pant repartee easily enough, but the pages , stuttering over the first imen brought in.
have been chosen as yet, but the
when school let out he walked down line when a low voice took it up
the path alone, never hanging around from the back of the room. I can home room teacher. And that was present list includes : Mary Pike,
still hea r the lov eli n ess of the li nes : all — no hobbies , no extra-curricular Dick Whiting, Dick Hussey, and
the drugstore with the crowd.
He is made one with Nature ;
(Continued on Page Five)
Leona Knowles.
Before the first week was over,
there is heard .
His; voice in all her music, from
the moan
Of thund er, to the song .of
night's sweet bird ;' '
Applications for th e Student GovHe is a presence to be felt and
ernment scholarships are now availknown
able at the Recorder ' s office. Those
Rmsra
I
n
dar k nes s and in li ght . . .
should be filled out by the interested
^^ i^Hi^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
B '' '^Mm m
For
two
more
stanzas
he
went
on
students and returne d to Dean Nick,
while
tho
class
sat
stunned
hearing
,
erson by May 18th.
poetry by one who understood it
rs-*'^'^^^^^»*-*^^^^^.^»i>^tf>N<»s^»>^^.^^^p^^s^s^s^>.^ ^
more th an th ey had known it could
bo understood. Then suddenly he
Post Office Square
stopped , and the opaqueness of his
eyes sh ow ed r etr eat back in t o his
¦*
*" "*' -,*-".'i$^*£$s
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That was all I needed to be won ,
completely captivated by the strange
boin g who answered to the name
of Richard M'acNeill. I went to the
office and hunt ed up his "pink
card ". Father dead , moth er w o rked
in drugstore (was that why ho never
l oafed"thereP) ; one brother, Randall, fiv e y ears older ; grad es , erratic to say tho least ; "lazy, no interest
or initi ative ", said his s ophomor e
r
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Recent surveys on America's campuses show that Arrow
Bi-Wqy i& gaining,iir popularity every day. The reason :
the low-setting, no-neckband collar that gives extra freedom at the throat for extra comfort. Available at all
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Sorority News

for entering an article in the college
newspaper. First, insert the desired
article in the blue box ju st to the
left ; of the door to the Echo" office
Sigma Kappa
A. T. O .
sometime before noon. Second, * reinspite of spring
The
Sigmas,
This wee£ instead of the lisual
turn to room and wait patiently unhave been practicing for the
fever,
blank space we will present for the
stil about eight o'clock when you will
Sing and working on the Circus proATO column a most unique and inreceive word that the newspaper has
ject with the Dekes for .Camgus
triguing game whereby all the colnot yet received the aforementioned
Chest.
lege may enter into competition. The
.
.
article. Third, return to the newsleft
Warendorf
Jackie
"Alpha"
game is called "Pair Up" and is
probably
paper office where a girl,
for a few days to represent us at the
designed for those of discerning
an employee, answers the question
New England Province Convention
taste and a spirit of adventure. Bein your eyes by pointing pleasantly
in New York City. She came back
low are listed 15 names. Opposite are
to two wastebaskets. Four, search
with some interesting reports and
listed 15 attributes. These names
at least twice through each wastein
order.
After
necessarily
suggestions, one of which was to
are not
basket after which the girl will hand
write
your
elect
a publicity chairman — Liz
matching them please
you a paper and pencil a,n'd point to
Walker was our choice.
answers on a piece of paper and give
a quiet corner. Any person of ave-*
Congratulations to Janet Fraser
it to the nearest ATO. For the list
rage intelligence should be able to
on her recent engagement to Robbie 1
most closely akin to ours', we will
have his article completed by midaward a free parakeet* and six
A shower was given in her honor on
night of that night.
^
Sunday, April 25, at the "Women's
months supply of parakeet seed.
The Lambda Chi's have been in Union — a huge surprise to her
1. Joan Hall
1: Lousiest
feverish preparation for the frater- when she was finally persuaded to
Drinker
nity
sing. Anyone who has heard come.
2. Jay Veevers
2. Humpest
us
can
see that we'll end up some- Trudy Jefferson, '54, writes us
'
¦3. Berry Wellers3, Littlest .
where
above
ninth place. For Sid that she is thinking of leaving the
dieck
Bob
Levitt's and nobody ''wide open spaces" of Texas and
Fair's,
4. Linda Good4. Most ob•
I
hope
we go over well. coming back to Colby next year. We
sake,
else's
hugtt
noxious
Tom Ford hit a softball with his hope she does.
boyfriend
head the other day. Tom got a black
5. Sweetest
Another picnic in the air I We
5. Ruth .Kesner
eye. The softball got softer.
6. Mame Connel- . 6. Cutest
understand the new pledges are go'
Local hot rod drivers have been ing to take their mothers picnicing
*y
. .
7. Liz Russell
7. Best look- saying that Tom Hunt's car is out one of these fine days.
ing
of condition : too much leisure be8. Most ob.8. Denny Lyons
hind Johnson Pond.
with characteristic calm. Good luck,
' .
noxious
Stan Doughty displaces Pudge at Joe!!!
9. Jamie Huff9. Biggest
the head of the honor roll this week Haskel , Ford and Parr just might
man
by hitting a triple at Bates.
start a new uniform by wearing
10. Sexiest
10. Nancy Eustis
It's getting so that Bill Ames with white gloves with blue wrist bands.
11. Pam Squire
11. Noisiest
a date is no longer news.
They really look better than the offi12. Nancy Green- 12. Dumbest
The Lambda Chi pledge ..drinking cial gloves, provided you keep your
burger
varsity has challenged the Phi Delt hands in your pockets,1
13. Ann Burnham 13; Horniest
drinking team to a contest . That's
14. Judy Orae
14. Best date allright, boys ; we prefer courage to
15. Barbara Est15. Biggest
PAUL WHITE WINS
drinking ability.
erbrook
past
(Continued from Page One)
Rocky Applebaum was M. C. at
All entries must be in by Thurs- the Campus Chest Auction. Anyone this year. Last year Tie was presiday, May 14. In case of a tie, the who knows Rock knows that he was dent of the German Club and treasentry bearing the earliest postmark not the least bit nervous. He and urer of the D. U. fraternity.
is the . winner. The decision of" the Ace proved their generosity by aucAt Vienna he plans to study Poljudges is final , all entries become tioning positively everything worth- itical Sociology. He will arrive there
the property of Alpha Tau Omega, while they owned.
in September and spend a year. Durno entry can be returned. Good Dick Nickerson and his Saturday ing the summer months he hopes to
luck and start matching.
night trombone lessons. A lot of hostel through Europe.
Paul White is the second Colby
sleepy people are wondering why
senior
to receive a Fulbright ScholNick
bothered
with
a
trombone
with
V/»
A.
JL*
arship this year ; Theodore Johnson
a voice like his.
Important notice :
Joe Perham awaits the big night was' also awarded one recently.
Subje ct : the systematic procedure

Fraternity News

AN EYE ©N THE.STA.e E
Guest Editor : Dick Pierce

They all want to play Hamlet.
They have not exactly seen their fathers killed
Nor their mothers in a frame-up to kill
Not exactly this have they got at nor tbe meaning of the flowers —
O flowers , flowers slung by a dancing girl — in the saddest play
the inkfish, Shakespeare, ever wrote •
Yet they all want to play Hamlet because it is sad like all actors
are sad and to stand by an open grave with a joker's skull in
the hand and then to say and say over slow wise, keen, beautiful
words masking a heart that's breaking, breaking,
There is something that calls and calls to their blood . . . .
. (Carl Sandburg)
Some of them , howe ver , would rather review Hamlet. They ha)ve not
exactly seen it produced in the Globe Theatre, nor heard Burbage and
Barrymore in the leading role * not exactly this have they got at , nor the
meaning of madness which is not madness — in the most ambitious play
which Powder and Wig has ever produced. Yet these few want to review
Hamlet because the review is profound like all reviews are profound and
to sit by a portable typewriter and write wise, keen, perceptive words
describing a performance that is vital, moving, triumphant . . . .
Just as critical analyses of Hamlet are never definitive, dramatic productions are never perfect. Generations of critics have discovered the play's
"real" significance for their contemporaries ,* generations of actors and
directors have found new ways to convey the "real" tragedy. Shakespeare
would be amazed at the Freudian , Marxian, and Gestalt interpretations
of his characters, but he would be equally shocked by Klieg lights and
three-dimensional sound. The tenets of the Elizabethan theatre, however,
cannot be considered "absolute", any more than the techniques of modern science can be considered the only way to the truth. A pragmatic
approach would suggest one criterion : vitality. If an interpretation can
mafie Hamlet's tragedy live, it may be termed valid. If it becomes merely
an exercise in classical recitation, the most polished production lapses
into meaningless "entertainment".
Last nigh's performance of Hamlet, though uneven, rose to heights
of dramatic intensity which made it a fitting climax to an eminently successful season for Powder and Wig. From the electrifying "prologue" :
O good Horatio, what a wounded name
Things standing thus unknown, shall live behind me!
If thou didst ever hold me in thy heart,
Absent thee from felicity a while
And in this harsh world draw thy breath in pain
To tell my story.
To the traditional "soldiers' music and the rites of war " which honor
Hamlet's heroism in death, the play held attention and the emotion of a
large first-night audience. For one evening the stage became Denmark's
royal palace, replet with pomp and circumstance but clouded over by the
guilt of murder unavenged and the torment of justice postponed.
The character of Hamlet is not everything in the play, as Dr. Norwood
pointed out in last week's column , but he is the center,' nevertheless , of a
complex web of relationships. Other personalities are defined in terms . of
his ; other conflicts are related to his own struggle. Joe Perham made the
leading role not only a convincing person, but a vital force which gave
1
(Continued on. Page Four)
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BUSINESS MANAGER
STAN ABRAMS

•

•

•

•

Of the many ideas brought out in our thinking during and since

the Convocation, two rather important ones are : (1) the need for
increased communication and (2) critical thinking on the part of
each of us. It seems to me that we already have at our disposal a
means of increasing both of these processes, namely, the Book of the
Year. In the past, I do not believe that the majority of the students
and faculty have appreciably benefited in these ways from this project. I think if we would re-think the plans and purpose ( s) of the
Book of the Year and would decide upon what the goals are, then
it would be apparent as to what steps to take in achieving them. This
would * undoubtedly increase tlie communication ' between "faculty
and students and with the proper selection of books and emphasis,
critical thinking might also be stimulated. (I am assuming communication and critical thinking as suitable goals.)
In order to achieve "proper emphasis" which would help in attaining these goals, considerable organization on behalf of th e facul ty
as a whole would be necessary, and thi s is not f oreign to suggestion s
during the Convocation. Since "liberalism" was su ch a frequentry
u sed word by the speakers I think it timely to su ggest a book which
would enable its readers really to "liberate their minds", to be able to
LOOK AT their beliefs, creeds, etc., which they may hold somewhat
dogmatically and examine them carefully (i.e. objectivel y) r ather
than LOOK THROUGH them as most of us ordinarily do. Such
a book is one dealing with General Semantics, the study of meaning,
"People in Quandaries" by Wendell Johnson. This book was written
for the public as well as for classroom use, is very readabl e, an d m any
chapters can be read meaningfull y without reading the entire book.
This book is currently being used as a central text in General Semantics.

I submit that it would be relatively easy and certainly enlightening
for tlie faculty to study such a book and have those who are leaders
in that field of knowledge, in this case Professors Colgan and . Clark ,
lead the faculty stud y and discussion. There are definite limitations
to this book , of which these pe ople are w ell aware and the average
reader might not be. This type of thing could and should be broug ht
out in the discussions.
Such a book as "People in Quandari es" would find very interesting usage in Freshman English, wh ere i t might be 'used to replace
t he time spent on logic. It would enable the student of Eng lish to
"look at" his tools, so to speak, rather than ju st t ake them for granted
as he has probably been doing f or the past 15-20 years. It would
soon be apparent that our either-or, absolutistic Aristotelian language
is not very well suited to reality which is always in a process of flux
or change, unless one is particularly aware of its limitations. In the
Social Sciences, Semantics offers probably t he best explanation for
the maj ority of the- mentally* maladjusted people of our society. A
stud y of this book enables one to become conscious of the "process
of abstraction" which is the essence of the method of inquiry used
in the fields of Biology, Physi cs, Chemistry, etc. Obviously a book
dealing with the stud y of meaning and our language would be applicable in all disci plines. It is particularly useful since it enables one to
become consciousl y aware of his thinking processes and hence he can
think more "critically", and therefore probably more creatively.
If the faculty would make a careful combined study of the book
then it would be relatively easy for them to see innumerable applications in their varied courses. Up to the present I do not think that the
Book of the Year has come close to produ cing this degree of communication and critical thinking that I am suggesting, with the possible
exception of "The Mature Mind", which , incidentally, is similar
in some respects' to this book.
^
Another reason for suggesting this book , say in preference to "Philosophy in a New Key ", is that it would be easier with it to begin this
more closely organized project, since it is more readable and requires
less organization itself. However, once the faculty becomes organized
in this project and undertakes to stud y the book-as a group, nearl y
any good book could he used and the majority of students would
benefit from them in those ways and many others too. Let 's see what
wc can do to .make the Book of the Year more helpful to ourselves
and others.
"Language in Thought and Action" by S. A. Hayakawa has just
been suggested to mc as a better choice for a Semantics book in this
case since it is not being used as a text and it is also •lower-priced than
Johnson 's book.
Harold Cross

lie Speaks For Us
Bill Bryan, Director of Admissions, might be called "one of the
grown-ups in our Colby family "' —
at least as far as close association
with this college -goes. . After graduating among the class of. 1947, he
stayed on the following year as Assistant to the Dean of Men. Last
February he was appointed to his
present administrative position, one
which he considers "most interesting
and satisfy ing because of the close
association with young people-that
it offers. "
Originally frorn Garden City, Long
Island; Mr. Bryan was graduated
from both Hotchkiss and Cheshire
Academies. After studying at Williams , he entered the United States
Coast Guard, ivhere he -served as an
officer at Port Security in Hoboken ,
with the Coast Guard escort in the
Atlantic and. Mediterranean , and
with the Amphibious forces in the
Southwest Pacific. After'World War
II, he came to Maine to study at
Bowdoin summer school and later
at - Colby. While at Colby . he was
active in hockey and baseball. In
several of the churches in the Watervi lle area he ser ved as occas io n al
student minister.
Lay preaching is still one of Mr.
Bryan's favorite interests ; often he
renders his services-by substituting
for the pastors in many small churches in the community. Also avidly
interested in baseball, he represents
the Pittsburgh Pirates as their State
of Maine chief scout. And whatever
hours he snatches for his own , he
spends on Iris farm with his wife and
his four children :. 'Billy, Jr., age
nine ; Ellen, eight * Carol, six ; 'and
Teddy, all of fourteen months. With
such a background and such a variety of interests, Bill Bryan is the
ideal representative for Colby to high
school students all over the country.

The Al p ha De lta • -Sighs
By J oan Williams

By being able to give to the . Campus Chest
For just'one. week a year we pause
And gladly , contribute to a worthy cause. -'

To tlio Women of Colby ;
Before wo reply to tlio letter in
last week 's ECHO about tho Women's Judiciary Board , wo would like
to thank the*two writers of the letter
for its intelligence and fairness. Tho
Student League has long felt that
a spontaneous interest such as this
from students , not connected with It
was necessary . Tho regular meetings
of tho Board aro opon to all women
students . As publicized , thoy aro
hold weekly on Monday at 8 :30 p.m.
i n th o Wom en 's Union . Wo. would
liko to soo a more notivo interest
in all the proceedings of tho League;
and not alone the Judiciary Board.

-

.
-

The .activities * held to raise the money

Are enjoyed by all, they're really funny,

But one of the things that has to go
Is the giant auction and faculty show.

¦ ' .. " ' ' . A

We of our sorority
Voted by a large iriajority,

. *

That our bank book just could not stand
To buy the famous Phi Delt land.

Then off to 'the auction we did speed
With the great decision all agreed,
The A. D. Pi's would just sit tight
_ .Td keep our balance sheet just right.

'

. " .,

A

Rocky stood up and the sale began
A pie? blind date?" bid all you can!
Zetes' for a party, ATO's too,
Watch: those" pajam as wh atever you do! .
Lou climbed on the stage, "Phi Delt house for sale"
We slumped in our seats, our faces grew pale.
But as the bidding grew and excitement mounted
Our dimes and bur dollars we anxiously counted.
The Tri Delts were bidding with all that they had
For a moment our chances looked j nournfully sad,
But with a wink from the treasurer we raised it again
The hall was a m ass of confusion by then.
To buy or not to, that was the qquestion

The girls were suffering from acute indigestion,
- Finally Lou proclaimed with" a cry
"The house is awarded to you, A D -Pi!"

-- . ' .

"Elegant", we screamed, "we're in for a ball"
Twenty-four hours of fun for all. .
The greatest! collassal ! too nice, I'm afraid
Then, oh, for the money, we solemnly prayed.

So we're hanging a sign up high on the roof

Now you be a witness to this positive proof.
The Phi Delts will boast for many a year
"The Alpha Delta Pi's slept here."
A
In most_ cases where the League
and
active interest of the students would
help the Board in its discussions arid
understanding of the issues at hand.
Remember : the members of the
Board are only human : they are
not infallible. We take this opportunity to say that the Board definitely
solicits your help through your attendance at its meetings, and its
members (which include the House
Chairmen) welcome your comments
and ideas.
The Board has long recognized
the need for a new Judicial System ,
but has been prevented from changing the present one because of the
necessity ,of Constitutional changes,
which can best be done in the spring.
The Board is now planning to discuss
a new Judicial System .
May we again remind you that
only through the active participation
and cooperation of all the women
students can the Women 's Student
League Board most advantageously

ST<dm Speak a .. .takes action, the spontaneous
Dear Martha ,
I am a freshman at Colby and
ever since I Jirst set foot on "Mayflower Hill", I have looked at the
Lorimer Chapel with a certain
amount of respect. I was a bit
shocked when I found out the symphony practiced in the Chapel, but
I later found out the reason was
because the piano in the Chapel is
the best ono on the campus. ' The
next shock came when I saw members of tho symphony and the glee
club not only smoking in the Chapel
but pitting their cigarettes out
right on tho Chapel floor . Maybe I
am old fashioned , but I have never
seen anyone smoke in my " church ,
much less th rowing the butts on
tho floor. I have since realized that
the Chapel has to be used for activities other than religious because
of lack of space • however , I have
never heard of a chapel tower that
had Vaughn Monroe and his band
instead of the tower bells. I agree
that we all should vote, but I don 't
think that tho Chapel tower is the
right place from which to broadcast.
I think tho place to have this speaking system is in the Library tower,
not in tho Chapel. Let's- leave the
.Chapol as a religious meeting place ,
with all tho dignity a chapel should
have.
Name Withheld

.

;-

For j u st one week a year we're blest

serve you.

V

Mary Belden,. President
Jane Bailey, Retiring

Hangout
COLBY GOES NATIVE

After a. long, hard day of treeplanting and picnicing, Colby will
spend the night of Johnson Day
dancing on the tennis courts. With
the orchestra playing from a truck
beneath moon and Japanese lanternlight, the students will skip the
light fantastic on the clay and asphalt. Johnson . Day is planned for
Tuesday, May 12, but in case of
rain will be postponed until Thursday, May 14. The Tennis Court
Dance is -sponsored by the Hangout
Committee who will be on hand to
sell Cokes, potato chips , and ice
cream .

AN EYE ON THE STAGE
(Continued from Page Three)
meaning to the play itself. Carolyn Bruning, as the-queen , gave a mature
and superbly controlled performance , especially in the scene in -which she
is accused by Hamlet , and protests A
.
Thou turn 'st mine eyes into my very soul ; ., "
-And there I see much black and grained spots
As \vill not leave, their tincb.
Polonius, unfortunate eavesdropper to this dialogue, was given a highly
original but realistic interpretation by Ridge Bullock. Faithful Horatio,
although his linos wore subject to rather drastic editing^ was strongly
portrayed by faithful Bob Grindle, and Bill Yskamp mado a short but
significant appearance as Fortinbras , The Ghost of Hamlet's father, played
by Powder and "Wig neophyte J, Seolye Bixler , made an impressive manifestation on tho ramparts of Colby 's Big Now Stage.
The play-within-ihe-play,. analogue to Hamlet's primary tragedy, included an outstanding cast : Paul Wescott as the Player King, Chuck
Barnes as tho Player Queen , and Jim Smith as tho Poisoner. Background
•music for .tho dumb show was contributed by Paul White and Pranois
Bliss, whose talents at recorder-playing had boon sadly/neglected at Colby.
Costumes , properties and sot ,deserve individual paragraph s, but space
is limited , and thoy must bo seen to be appreciated! My dissenting opinions on 3-D sound and dim blue lights can ,best bo saved for a review of
Colby 's dramatic season In toto , but technical ofToots in general woro worth y
•
r
of a fmo over-all production . •
, ' '¦'
Powder and Wig (including tho many .tiroloss. workers who novor got
mentioned in reviews) should bo rewarded with a capacity ' audionco on
Saturday night. In conclusion to ft spectacular , season , one can only say
•that tlio dramatic Venture of Faith hath reached culmination j ,
¦ * Lot us hasto to hoar it, A
.
¦¦• ' • •
And call the noblest to tho audience;,

RICHIE
(Continued from Page -Two)
activities , nothing*. I went for his
brother's card , too , among the old
files . Randall MacNeill • graduated ,
but just barely ; captain of the basketball team his junior year but got
kicked off during his senior year
for appearing at a game drunk ;
poor student, veil-liked by peers,

but considered a bad influence by
teachers. I wondered if his brother
could be the reason for Richie's being as -he was.
Only five months from my last
Psychology course, I started sleuthing iri most approved fashion . One
afternoon , while talking with the
captain of the basketball team , which
had just begun practice, : I quite
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naturally asked how he expected
the season to turn out.
"We need a good forward something terrible ," . he
answered.
"Stoneham's got a beaut of a, shot,
but we , could beat them if we only
had a guy who-could hit it from the
outside."
"What About Richie MacNeill?"
I asked casually. "He's built like
a pretty good player. Is he on the
team?"
A
*
"Gee, don't we wish he was",
Kenny .said ruefully. "Once in a
while he comes over to„ the gym
when there!s nobody much around ,
and can that guy shoot ! People
thought liis brother was good, but
Richie — there isn't a place on the
floor he can 't hit fr om. But he won't
play. Just says 'Sorry,' Coach' , and
thai's_ that. You eanlt argue with
him,' you know."
So others realized something diff erent in Richie. "You can't argue with
him", though he gives no reasons ,
offers no excuses. Even , though he
could make a winning team. "Well" ,
I humphed to myself , "there goes
one pet theory. If he's better than
his brother, th at can 't be the clue. "
In the. meantime I was> making
friends with him — not getting to
know him particularly, *but'/getting
friendlier. I brought all my old synthesis books from .college , for bait ,
leaving them on the bookshelves.
He borrowed them unobtrusively but
returned them with an occasional

When Colby is featured in the Saturday Evening Post , is creates quite
a ( stir on campus. After the Bookstore closed Tuesday night , this display
was set up to greet students the next morning. Resting after their work
are : John Hutchinson , route man for the Augusta News company, Millard
Trott , Bookstore manager , -Jim Marshall of Curtis Publishing Company,
and John Foss ,Manager of the Augusta News Company.
750 copies of the Post were stocked, and over half of these were - sold
Wednesday morning. Copies of this issue will be on sale here until after
commencement.
(Photo by Elliott)
comment I wished I had thought of
the year before as I sat struggling
through. varicms papers.
The weather was getting Novem-
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Ask yourself this question: Why do I smoke?
You know, yourself , you smoke for enjoyment.
And you get enjoyment only from the taste of a
cigarette.
•
Luckies taste better—cleaner,, fresher, smoother 1
Why? Luckies are made better to taste, better. And,
what's more, Luckies are made of fine tobacco.
L.S./MJP.T.-Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco.
So, for the thing you ' want most in a cigarette...
for *>$&& taste-for the cleaner, fresher, smoother
' taste of Lucky Strike...
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brish , and . tbe novelty of teaching
was wearing off a little. I found* it
was easy enough to. assign papers ,
but not so easy to correct them. I
began going back to school in the
evening and working to stay caught
up. It was quiet and businesslike,
and I rather enjoyed it after hours.
About the second week of this , I
noticed a faint glow from the auditorium (is I unlocked the front door
of the school . I was a little surprised ,
because although all of the faculty
had keys, I knew.they seldom came
back at night. Most of them were
married with families to raise and
homes to attend to at night. Instinctively !
shut the door softly and
stood for a moment listening, flabbergasted . Coming f rom the auditorium Avas the bluest blues I had
ever heard.
It's odd . I wasn't particularly surprised to see him there — Richie,
I mean. He had a cigarette drooping
from his mouth in careless disregard
(Continued on Page Six)
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The Saturday
Evening fml
Twenty years ago , Colb y
¦was trapped in the freight yard s and factory neighborh ood of Watervill e , Its campu s h a d be en whittled d own
•t o 16. acres , and the college
was broke. "Yet President
Franklin Johnson was de. termined that Colby would
move and expand. Head
b ow th e whol o t own pitched
in to hel p him — and how
lie dug up millions in tho
depths of ' tb e depr ession t o
give Colby one of the most
b eautiful ca mpus es in th e
East , In this week' s Post
Collie Btnall tolls the full
story of this crosstown migration. Got your copy and
road Tho Pri do of Mayflower
Hill.

Now On Sale

W. A. A. News

at least it got him out of town. She They werent' good. Even here he-was
only hears from him when he needs trying to stay below his brother 's
money. It' s easier for her. She can record, and he wouhi have., if sheer
Eighteen girls participated m the make up wonderful dreams about determination could have manacled
WAA swimming meet held last week him and he won't come around to a mind quick enough to rebel and
chafe at disuse. So he just scraped
at the Boys' Club.; The girls were spoil them, for her."
by — in everything but history.
Richie,
how
do
you
know
so
Oh
,
divided into. t wo. teams and the gray
Just after Christmas ..the new histhought.
much?
I
team defeated the blue team *, 69
tory
teacher came, determined to be
points to 65* Miss Martin, Miss
"It' s okay now, but it's going to
successful
determined to have disBY HERB ADAMS
Marchant, Mary Devan ,and Jean be a little tough after June. Of
^
Of
course
Richie and his obcipline.
Cressey served as judges. In the course, I can't go to college * he
The track season has at last gotten under way. It was somewhat speed swimming events first place didn't.® And I'll . be damned if I'll vious inattention affected her like
doubtful it it would ' because" of the several weeks of bad weather honors were taken by Kay Hart- swab decks all my life," He landed the toreador's red flag. For the first
time in his life, Richie began to get
which caused the postponement of the meet with Bates last month. wel l , Les Van Nostrand , and Janie on a chord' violently.
;
'i, .
into serious trouble. For Miss ChadAlthough the team has not had much practice, they set out foi Whipp le. Outstanding in form swim"That' s not right :, Richie." I wick began reporting him to the
Lewiston two weeks ago for their first meet with Bates,. Middlebury, ming were Nancy McLeod, Jackie couldn't ' help myself. "You can't Principal.
Huebsch, Verna CrOve, Pat McDon- ruin your life, just to protect your
Vermont, and Colby participating.
History was just before English.
ald, and Janie Whipple.
mother from reality. You can't —-" The first . time it happened
1
he was
The results were really not as bad as they appeared — Colby 20/2 Softball tournaments begin next
"It' s my life!-" He stopped playing
Vermont 42J-4, Middlebury 47/2j and Bates winning the meet with week. Be sure to get your practice and faced me, his . eyes black and late to class.. Almost ten minutes
past the hour I saw him
the door.
54y2 points — as many creditable times were turned iri for a. meet in if you plan to enter. There is hard. I tried t° look back at him, The lock had evidentlytry
snapped
so
room
in
the
Monday,
Wednesday and but I couldn't. I had trespassed. If
held so early in the season. Bob Jones was the big man for Colby. He
he
started
to
turn
away,
but
I
Friday class at 2 :30 for anyone in- he wanted to talk I could listen but
quickly went to the door.
collected 10 of the teams 20 points by taking both the high and the terested in playing.
I could not give advice' , -•<
"Rich!"
low hurdles. Ted Lallier was the only other Colby man to win an
He turned back to the piano, but He came back and
went in without
event tying for first in the high jump with a leap of 5 ft., - 10 in. with
RICHIE
the music was no longer* the same ; it looking at me. I could hear him
Continued from Page Five)
Bob Barnes placing second. Although many of the other members
was impersonal, brittle. Pretty soon swearing under his breath.
Hej took
of,
the
sanctity
of
the
p
lace.
You
I went upstairs.
of the squad turned in good performances, they were not quite good
his
seat
and
looked
at
the
floor for
couldn't say he was hunched over
enough to overtake Bates who had the opportunity to practice the piano , he was too relaxed. He Throughout the winter I would the rest of the period , making no
hear him. Sometimes he wouldn 't response to anything at all."
throughout the winter. For example, Lin Christie ran the half-mile looked up and saw me in the door.
come for a couple of we*eks, some- The rest of the class I
spent
"Hi." There was no surprise in times he'd be there several nights
in 2.06, his best time so far this season, only to have Goldsmith of
wondering what I would say to him .
in a row. "I got so I could .tell I had never seen him angry
Bates win it in 2.01.2 Cy Judson, the only other man to place for his voice either.
before,
how he felt by the way he played. not really furious as he
Colby in the running events, took fourth in the two mile run. " The "May I listen?"
was
now.
,
He shrugged and kept on playing.
(Continued on Page Seven)
only other man to pick up any points was Ted Rice who placed I drew up a chair at the edge of the Once in a while he would come up
and talk to me — but always about
fourth in both the shot and the discuss.
shadow and watched him. I was' books, or music, or the world in genThe freshmen have also started their season. Last Tuesday after thinking lots of things and then no- eral — never about Richie MacNeill
GIGUERE' S
losing their first meet to Hebron, they lost to Bangor High by the thing, as the harmonies-carried me who had a mother and a brother who
BARBER SHOP
!
¦way off somewhere for from the were taking:more homage from him
close score of 60-57. There were two triple winners for Colby: George
and
efficient , mature world of earning a- than any person had the right to
BEAUTY PARLOR
Petrikas, who won the 100 and 220 yard dashes and the broad jump; living.
\.
exact.
Tel. 680 - 146 Main St.
and Justin Cross, who won both the high and low hurdles and' the
"You're not very old , are you ?" In class it was the same imperm. — — -.-.y- .— .^ j - ^
C -*" * — *- —
^
^, .^ ^ ^ ^ ^
high jumpA Other individual winners were George Jenkins in the his voice broke through.
sonalness. He listened when he
' wanted to, and dreamed when he
quarter mile and Bob Zullinger in the shot put. Norman Dare also "Twenty-two."
He nodded and grinned , and I didn 't. I tried to list a lot of books
figured in the scoring with a second in the 220 and a third in the
remember thinking those who smile in my discussions — good books,
J00 yard dash.
least often generally have the most great books — even though I knew
With last Saturday's meet against Norwich called off , both the beautiful smiles of all when they do. only one person in the chss would
"You realize there's not another read them. And I just-about gave
freshmen and the varsity are preparing for the state meet which will
be held tomorrow at Lewiston. If previous meets mean anything then teacher in the school who'd sit here up my project of "helping" him.
and.listen to this stuff?"
The psych books hadn't said what SHOE REPAIRING AND DYING
it looks as though Bates will be the team to beat. In addition to the . I
thought of Mrs. Jackson, the to do when the subject was satisfied
156-158 MAIN STREET
varsity members that are making the trip there will also be four biology teacher with the middle-age
Gives the Colby Student
to remain as he was. As the coach
freshmen who will compete in the events following the varsity compe- slump, of Miss Twitchell,, the math and the captain had said; "Yon
Quality Service
f;ne
Day Service
tition. The freshmen include George Petrikas and Norman Dare, in teacher, already, a confirmed spinster don 't argue with" Richie."
A
at
29,
of
Mr.
Roper
,
with
four
childFor
Your
Convenience
Will Deliver
'
But
I
still
watched
his
marks.
the dashes, George Jenkins in the quarter mile, and Paul Downing
ren
and
an
ulcer.
in the half-mile. May I join in wishing the team good luck.
"Play some more. "
"I came in through the window,"
he explained a little later. "It ? s usW. W. BERRY & CO. ually unlocked and nobody 's ever
STATIONERS
been here before." Then "We don't
170 Main Street
] have a piano at home."
"Where do you live?"
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WATERVILLE
MAINE
• "Over on the Heights. It's just
a flat now. We moved out of the
house when Ran left. " .
-> "
v ^*§^ai8>^^ K^t ^ - "' < - A~ s^-*£ir>r X'
,
His
brother
I
Maybe
he'd
tell
me
.
i
i
something now.
' Rollins - Dunham Co, !
"Nobody 's tol d you about him, I
don't suppose. My brother , I mean ."
' I shook my head. He waited till
!
HA R D W A R
E
'
•
.
.
*i
i
lie was through a particularly beau' tiful modulation , then went on.
HOUSEWARES
1
Ran was quite a boy. For a long
time
he was my own private hero.
W F.STINGHOUSE
KEEP A LERT SAFELY!
Sure, he was dumb, but he was a
good guy. He jus t didn 't have much
Your doctor will tell you
APPLIANCES
...a NoDoz Awakener is
sense or he wouldn't have gotten in
*
harmless as an average
with the gang he did. When he becup of hot, black ooffee.
gan to drink he was gone."
Take a NoDoz Awakener
(I would have wondered at his
that
when you cram for
confidence if I hadn 't observed that
exam...or when mid-aftorndon brings on those
music to a musician is as tongueHOTEL
»3-o 'clock cobwebs ."
loosening as liquor .)
You 'll find NoDoz gives
TEMPLETON
"It broke Mom 's heart, of course.
you a lift without a letHe
was a lot like Dad and she idolyou
snap
down. ..helps
Set after set, on any playing sib- A*¦' ¦HHkI^'A .' A
A^^|Hffl|
W H E R E . FINE FOODS
ized him. To her he was the best
back to normal and keep
alert SAFELY 1
athlete, Jtho smartest student, the
ehip Teimis deliver ''nW ball'* ^ ^
f ^ ^mJf f i^ ^T'^^t
When fatigue is a handimost wonderful 'son ."
and
.
cap , take a NoDoz
"Is that why you won 't play
Awakener . Used by milprecision-built accuracy of flight '' f ^ ^ ^ f^j ^ ^
f j ^ >M
'^ l
basketball
P Because you don't want
Americans
lions of busy.
BEVERAGES
since 1933.
to boat your brother P"
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He looked at mo sharply.
"When ho joined the Navy finally,
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SWEATER
SKIRT KIT
;
Knit
a
Cardigan
or a Pull•
over with "Botany " No Dye
\. Lot Yarn and 'tho .kit also .
contains sufficient yardage of
matching Botany Flannel
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work to the Principal. Did she -r- Richie sullen and silent. He-wouldn't a meeting at 4 :00 p.m. concerning
RICHIE
Under same management as |
the case of Richard MacNiell. Richie
could she i*eally believe that .would fight back ; it was beneath him.
(Continued from Page Sis)
asked
that
I
be
there.
;
The Blaine
He was sulking like , a child. It's get him to work ? Watching the- de- Almost two weeks later he was had specifically
Augusta
funny, I realized, he is only seven- fiant boy before me. I could see why Waiting for me upstairs at school It was his. way of justifying him- [ '
•
teen, for all his wisdom, for all his some children ..grew to hate school when I arrived back for the evening. self, of explaining why he was right. » ¦ ,
,
IS
_
and teachers. For a moment, I al- By the rays of the streetlight I , I got there early but he was there
knowledge. . ' . . ¦
The New
As the bell poured the students out most hated her myself. "When a could see him sitting on the desk, first. And they'd called his mother t
'
into the hall , he started to go with child refuses to work *. it is the a cigarette glowing in the darkness. in too. She had evidently had to come
PURITAN
them.',.' "!'- watched him head for the -fault of the teacher who either Closing the door , I reached for th-j straight from work, for she was still
RESTAURANT
wearing her grimy uniform , darkly
door, hesitate, and then come back; teaches above his head or fails to light switch. .
Waterville
damp in places where she had hastily
"Please don't. "
He told me- everything. Miss Chad*- stimulate him.." I could see the senAll
Electric
Cooking
I walked over to the desk and tried to scrub up the dribbles of
wick hacl been giving them written tence in the. book. I heard the profI
Our
Kitchen
is
open for
assignments.>— nothing Interesting, essor- repeating¦it again and again. sat down . "You're smoking too chocolate syrup. She was wringing
¦
Inspection
at
all
times
(Continued on Page Eight) .
nothing stimulating, just a poor Why was she" alienating ; him so he much. "
'
"I know. '; .
teacher's way of forcing the class would get worse? and
again.
I
It happened again
' I sat there in the darkness , waitto do its homework. He refused to
'.
''
^
- ' , " ' /"
'
do it. And to Miss Chadwick such could tell as he came into class, not ing for him to say whatever it was
al ways lat e, brutal ways furious . He he had come for . I could not ask.
defiance was intolerable.
Now you get more for your Bond money !
¦
' 'But why ?" Ahe asked angrily. would be simmering like 'a pot almost He would tell me when he got ready.
"I'm leaving school."
"Why should I, -bother-? That's just ready to blow, its lid. I wondered
for the kids that have to be spooar just how nmcK he would take. Be- I couldn 't think of anything to
cause much as he despised Miss say. . • ¦ ' .
_ -.
fed. I know the stuff." '
"There's no point in staying.
Chadwick, he had never yet stuck
. "Don't be a snob, Richie."
"I' m not," he said angrily. "But up for himself in those interviews in Chadwick ¦will flunk me and hisI'll be damned if I'll do it to please the office ". Eoper' s secretary/had told tory 's required. I can't graduate. "
"Don't rationalize. You can* pass
her. Not after she yapped to Roper." me how the three of them would be:
For the poor blind woman had re- Chadwick sputtering with frustra- and you know it. "
"No." He> said .it unemotionally,
ported' Richie's" failure to.'-do ; his tion,". ' Roper hemming .judiciously,
. as if it wer-eVtoo certain to be imby Dick Bibler portant. "I'll join the merchant
miE MAN ON Okffims
marine. They need men now* iand all
it is is maid service for the Navy.
Who khoxys, - maybe I'll-get " killed
and solve" everything."
»
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Sesfe E Bonds
can earn fnferesf
10 tjears longftK-atSZ
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"I'm sorry. It isn 't anything to

jo k e ab oiat, is it? I didn 't really

" Lemonade!What a cool thought for such a hot afternoon, Worthal. "

/

'" '
¦•

*¦

' ¦
¦

*
¦

mean it. I don 't want to die. " -.
He was sifting there , sixteen years
If you invested in U.' S. Series E Bonds ten yeairs ago and have
old , calmly admitting he disliked
held them ever since you'll profit by this new law NOW! For
death.
those same Bonds, which you expected to mature finally in.
''Can you get in? 1 '
;
1953 can now earn 3% interest every year for ten more years
"Oh, sure. Mom will never raise
a fuss. "
—till 1963—without your even lifting a finger!
No, she'd probably let him go.
How could she, I wondered , how
The new extended earning period applies to any Series E Bond
could .she ? What pciver did that
—those you aJready own or those you invest isa from now cm
other son have to make her so cruel
What's more, every Series E Bond you get now begins earnto this one ? Yet faced with his calm
ing interest sooner, and at a higher rate. It matures earlier
determination, what could : I say ?
Finally he promised he would stick
and averages 3%, compounded semiannually, when held to
it out a little longer, give it just
maturity.
i
one more chance. .
. "I t' s funny. I think you worry ; ¦ ' . ; ¦ A ¦
•_
|f y OU w j sh , you may still cash any Series
about me," he said. "That' s, the
melts
- ¦ '-"^^^ ' •- '-;- -<-E -Bp-od at any. tune after you've owned it
main reason I'm staying.- It's- kind
pocket
of queer to have somebody worrying
• X. -d£*&& - f °r two
be wiser to hold
Bonds.
months. But you'll
show
about me."
with
away,
Cash in the
^W
y °m'often
^^
^
^
In the darkness I closed my eyes
nothing
to
for it. But
•^T"^*^^^ too
and prayed for him.
cash in Bond savings is always there. And if
But it was only a reprieve and->we
your Bonds should be accidentally lost or destroyed they will
both knew it. Sure enough, a little
oyer a week later I got a note from
be replaced , at full value, with no cost to you.
the Principal . Could I please attend
.

So if you oi*e not already, one of the millions of wise Americans who aifc investing in a secure future , why not start now?
1nvest in. Savings Bonds today regularly through the Payroll
Savings Plan where you work. Thousand s say it's the one ,
sure way to save—because it saves something out of every
check before you have a chance to spend it.
-

-
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If you want to be paid
yo ur interest as current income—
invest in 3% Series H
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If you want a good, sound investment which
pays you your interest by check every six months,
ask at your bank about United States Government Series H Bonds. Series H is a new current
income Bond available in' denominations of $500
to $10,000. Redeemable at par after 6 months
and on 30 days' notice. Matures in ,9 years and
8 months and pays an average 3% interest per
annum if held to maturity. Interest paid semiannually by Treasury check. Series 'H may. be
purchased at any ban k, annual limit .$20,000,.
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THE COLBY ECHO

RICHIE
(Continued from Page Seven)
her handerchief; alreadj ' clammy
f rom n ervous t ears .
Miss Chadwick sailed in, belligerent, righteous, and I hated her.
"Well," said Mr. Roper, going
over to the door and locking it as
if he were afraid someone would try
to escape. "Well, we might as'* well
begin. "
Mrs. MacNeill sniffled . Richie was
staring out the window, his face pale
and expressionless.
"Miss Chadwick has lodged several
complaints, Mrs. MacNeill, concerning Richard' s extreme , lack of cooperation. • Will you tell us about
it please." He turned to the teacher. I had a mad desire to throw something at her, to burst into hysterical -tears.
She laid it on, called, liim every
name in the book : lazy, disrespectful, stupid, rude, impudent. "I have
never in my fifteen years of teaching
been subjected to such insolence,"
she said and stopped only momefitar¦ ¦
' '
ily to catch a breath.
"I just don 't understand. I just
don't understand," wailed Mrs. MacNeill. "His brother never had any
trouble at all. I just don't see. how
he could have turned out this way."
The muscles in Richie's jaw tightened as he continued to stare out
the window.
Miss Chadwick opened her mouth
to continue, but Mr. Roper stopped
her. "Let' s see if Richard . has anything to say. " No . answer from the
window.
"Oh Richie," I pleaded silently,
"don't be stubborn . You'll only
make it worse." He turned around
and faced the room , waiting-,.
Is it true that for over three
week s you h ave not passed in any
papers to Miss ChribhvickP"
"Yes."
"You have done no homework?"
"Yes, I have.-"
"But you havent passed in papers?"
"Why?"
"Why should I. I knew the stuff. "
"That isn't the point. You were
assigned certain tasks. You didn 't
do them ."
"They weren 't worth it," Richie
muttered. Miss Chadwick turned
purple, and his mother gasped.
"Why?" countered Mr . Roper. '
"Because she only makes us do
them because she's so dull she's
afraid we wouldn 't bother to do any
work if she didn 't." He'd lost control and was almost shouting. "She's
dull, she's boring, she gets all mixed
up. Why she even said Napoleon
built Versailles , " he said scornfully.
"She's* a hypocrite , she's narrowminded — " Those weeks of taking
it silently had caught up with him .
Ho wns started and ho couldn 't stop .
"She doesn 't like me because she's
afraid of me and even if —"
"That's enough , young man ,"
thundered Mr . Roper. , "Mi-s. MacNeill , I am very sorry but I'm afraid
your son will have to be, suspended
for a while. I am -very sorry to —"
"That won't bo necessary, * ,' Riohio
said tiredly, "I've alread y quit. I
won't bo back ."
•"I' m sorry this 'had to . happen ,"
Ropor was saying again, Mrs ." MacNeill sobbed noisily.
"Randall was such a wonderful
son ," she was saying..
But I was looking, at her other
son. Ho stood quiet , oyos blank , And
then , finall y, lie looked at mo , and
in that ono glanoe was all the apol ogy, all the heartbreak and hurt ho
would never put into words. As tho
Principal unlocked the door ,. Riohio
took his mother 's arm to help her
put, And she drow away from him I
She shrank from his touch,;
"Leave mo alone I" she shrilled,
"Leave mo alono in the shame and
misery youVo brought ," and sho
sniffled out the door ,
Ho watched lior go, looking as if
ho hod boon whipped. Then ho followed hor, I novor saiv him again ,
That was ton years ago, I hoard
from the students around school that
ho had joined tho merchant marine
as ho had said ho would, careful oven

in that not to surpass his brother.
I never heard anything , more —
maybe he -was killed in" the war,
maybe he's married now - with a
family. I don!t know.
I don 't ,think of. him often now.
In the nine, classes' since his there
^
U

'1

have been many students and I knew
most of them well. Some of them I
could teach to, some got by with
the bare essentials. But none of them
were quite like Richie;
No, I don't think of him often.
Only at times like this, when the
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teacher I might, become, there will
J
always; be that "if" to humble , me.
At: the time, it mattered most, ; I
'¦¦":. -¦ - '. ¦
failed.
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College Men and Women "

day's been long and a mood slinks
in on me before I "quite remember
not to remember." Because I shall
always wonder—- if it had been someone else but me, if I had been, older,
if? I had known more — could I have
helped him . No matter how great a
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Gordon MacRae '.{

" BY THE LIGHT
OF THE SILVERY MOON"
Wednesda y-T HURSDAY
MAY 13 - 14

" TWO OF A KIND *-

George Montgomery in ' .-

A
;

" TEXAS RANGERS"

TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY

Dale Robertson A ¦¦. -. <..
Rory Calhoun
•* A
"SILVER W H I P "

.Broderick- Crawford in V
' ¦ "AL L THE KING'S MEN - r
¦
Cesar Romero in v .. .-:¦'
"F. BAl. GIRL"
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1. THE QUALITY CONTR AST between CheiStcrfibid ahd other Iedd% e^ettes is
a revealing story. Recent chemical analyses give an ind^ of good quality for tfe
¦
~~~~T^^*~
country's six leading cigarette brands.
l
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The index of good quality fable-a ratio of high sugar to Idly hicbiihe ^
shows Chesterfie ld quality highest

.. A15% higher than its nearest competitor and Chesterfield quality 31% higher than
"
the average of the five other leading brands.
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First to Give You Pfe
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Quality in Regular and'
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King-size . . . much milder
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. Chesterfield is today 's best

' ' < 3- A ReP°r* Never Before
Made About a Cigarette.
>
For weU ove* a year a medical
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of Young America
Choice
> . group of Chesterfi eld sm6kers
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'* r *te|gular examinations
A rece ni surve y
e 27A leading colleges and >
,
imCiAixfc * ^i un!versitie s sh pws Chesterfield
^
is the largest seller. I every two months. He reports
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, , . n o adverse eff ects to
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nose, throat and sinuses
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Copyrislit l<)53, LtQQDTT * Mviins Todacco CO.

